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To:

Members of the Structural Technical Advisory Committee

From:

Michael Guerasio, Chief Structural Code Compliance Officer

Date:

August 13th, 2019

Subject:

Structural Technical Advisory Committee to discuss the possibilities of
developing a Broward County uniform schedule for the replacement
of windows and doors and the issuance of certificates of completion
after final approval on all types of building permits.

On May 23rd, 2019 Mr. David Rosenof, President of Big Dog Construction Services
Inc. emailed the director of BORA, Mr. James Dipietro suggesting the possibilities
of uniform permit application for window and door replacements and issuance of
certificates of completion after final approval on all types of building permits. At
the June 13th, 2019 Board of Rules and Appeals general meeting, Mr Rosenof
discussed these items in front of the Board. Shortly afterwards, the Board directed
staff to convene the Structural Technical Advisory Committees to discuss the
possibilities of developing this Broward County uniform permit application. The
Chairman of the Structural Technical Advisory Committee, Mr. Daniel Lavrich P.E.,
S.I., SECB, F.ASCE, F.SEI, has called for a meeting on Tuesday, August 13th, 2019
from 1:30pm to 4:00pm located at the West Regional Library, 8601 W Broward
Blvd, Plantation, FL 33324 in the multipurpose room on the 1st floor.
Roll call.
Welcome of new committee members: Mr. Mark Johnson, P.E.
John P. Thompson Jr., P.E.
Miguel Nunez.
Acceptance of the June 30th, 2016 meeting minutes.
Agenda
1. Discussion of the possibilities of developing a Broward County uniform schedule
for the replacement of windows and doors.
2. Discussion on issuance of certificates of completion for all permit types after final
approval.
3. General discussion
4. Adjournment
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STRUCTURAL COMMITTEE MEETING
JUNE 30, 2016
MEETING MINUTES
Call to order:
Chair Daniel Lavrich called a published meeting of the Structural Committee to order at 2:02 p.m.
The roll was called and the following members were present:
Present:
Daniel Lavrich, P.E., Chair
Ricky D. Anderson
Ted Fowler
John C. Heller
Joaquin Rodriguez, P.E. (arrived shortly after roll call)
Gerard Sullivan, P.E.
John Travers
After the roll call, the presence of a quorum was announced by Chair Lavrich.
1.

Attorney Opinion on Sunshine Law applicability to Advisory Committees
Mr. D. Cris Fardelmann, BORA Chief Structural Code Compliance Officer, clarified that
as a standing committee, this committee is required to adhere to the Sunshine Law.

2.

Discuss Possible Avenues for Addressing (Playground Equipment, Playhouses
and Treehouses)
Chair Lavrich provided some background information as to how this issue was raised
initially. An appeal was filed with the Board. At that time, a two-story treehouse was
constructed and the question was raised as to what has to comply with the building
code including treehouses, playhouses and playground equipment. He went on to
elaborate upon the purpose of the building code being to protect life and property
against all types of hazards. He believed that anything that is built is a structure. The
question is whether there should be an exemption from the building code.
Playground equipment is exempted from the building code in Section 102.2 however
he did not think this exemption applies to playhouses. Mr. Anderson agreed with
Chair Lavrich that once walls and roofs are added, it is no longer equipment. Mr.
Travers indicated that the appeal was filed for something in the City of Fort
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Lauderdale where he is the building official. He was seeking clarification as to which
sections of the building code would apply. He was never seeking an exemption. He
believed Chair Lavrich’s concern expressed at the Board meeting had to do with
issues that could arise with applying a threshold. He would like this committee to
consider dictating what would apply.
Mr. Bill Dumbaugh, Chief Structural Code Compliance Officer, advised that two terms
were used when the appeal was heard and also today. Those two are elevated
playhouse and treehouse. The definition of treehouse is something built amongst
the branches of a tree according to the dictionary referenced by the building code.
He questioned how one would regulate something built in the branches of a tree
when the tree roots are only what is holding it there. Whereas a playhouse is
constructed. He raised the idea of excluding treehouses in the committee’s
consideration. Mr. Rodriguez felt there should be a threshold from something like a
cottage in one’s backyard that would have to meet the full building code
requirements. He was not aware of any sized tool shed or storage shed that is
exempt from the building code. Mr. Anderson noted an example of a shed design that
snaps apart and is therefore considered temporary. Mr. Rodriguez indicated in Fort
Lauderdale, the Code Enforcement Board considered temporary as anything that can
be picked up by four people and placed in a garage, otherwise it would be considered
permanent. He would agree with classifying as Category 1 as it is not habitable and
a less stringent Category B with respect to wind exposure. Mr. Fowler noted that
there is manufactured playground equipment with a playhouse. It is not easily
dismantled and stored in a garage. It could blow away. Elevation allows many
features to be included. He is concerned about the distinction between a built
playhouse versus a pre-manufactured one with the same components but likely not
as well anchored as a built playhouse.
Mr. Travers referred to the Mr. Rodriguez’s idea of a threshold, and pointed out
language in the electrical code as to what is and is not permanent. The term,
storable, is used for swimming pools. He suggested adding it to Paragraph L. He felt
any structure with electrical, plumbing or mechanical systems would be a habitable
distinction. Chair Lavrich was concerned about allowing these kinds of structures
without meeting the building code from a liability standpoint. Some issues are
windload and safety. For example, there would be platforms accessible by ladders
with no safeguards. Mr. Anderson felt the committee is going beyond the intent of
toys. Mr. Sullivan said he is on the fence with regulating. Mr. Rodriguez felt the
distinguishing or threshold line needs to first be defined. Mr. Travers pointed out
that now many things could be constructed and not have to conform to the building
code. Mr. Lavrich found it difficult to propose exempting a structure but he would
not object to exempting a swing set or teeter totter. Mr. Rodriguez felt it is over
critical to require a 3 x 3 air conditioner to be fully anchored but not a 10 x 10 x 10
playhouse. Mr. Fowler asked about premanufactured playground equipment. Mr.
Rodriguez suggested an initial step of exempting storable things. Chair Lavrich
asked about large canvas canopies that would easily blow away. Mr. Rodriguez did
not think the canvas would be dangerous. Mr. Travers felt if the committee tries to
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craft a rule for all of the what ifs, it will not work for anything. Chair Lavrich agreed
and was opposed to adding any language to approve certain items. He did not favor
revising the language, but rather to use good common sense in the enforcement. Mr.
Anderson pointed out in some areas one might see a dog house for three or four dogs.
Chair Lavrich felt everything that is a structure should meet the building code. It is
a matter of good judgment. Mr. Fowler favored leaving Paragraph L as it presently
is written which allows the building official discretion. Municipalities can define
accessory structure by local ordinance. Chair Lavrich pointed out that municipalities
cannot govern whether the structure must comply with the building code. Mr.
Travers thought the Florida Building Commission may take issue with Broward
County trying to define limits etc. and may take the position that it should be
addressed globally. Mr. Dumbaugh advised that Paragraph L is going to be adopted
verbatim into the next version of the Florida Building Code. Mr. Sullivan did not
think the language needs to be revised. Mr. Fowler felt if there are enough of these
types of structures, municipal governing bodies will enact legislation that addresses
them. Mr. Rodriguez suggested adding language in Paragraph L in the exception
provision, providing a threshold to define when a building permit would be needed.
Chair Lavrich raised the idea of entertaining a formal interpretation of Paragraph L.
It could indicate that the intent of Paragraph L is to apply to swing sets, seesaws,
monkey bars and similar types of apparatus. Mr. Travers did not feel that the
building official has the luxury of cherry picking certain portions of the code to apply
to this as a permanent structure. This may be something that the Commission may
have to clarify. He did not feel there are sufficient tools in Chapter 1 to require a
permit. Chair Lavrich felt they have a responsibility to enforce the code and
promulgate it in a way that the public is protected. He questioned if the public would
be protected if certain things like this are exempted. Mr. Travers indicated that he
would like to see permitting. He agreed it could become a windborne object. There
is no disagreement that it is a structure, but is it a structure where only certain
portions of the code could be applied. Once it is considered a structure, there are
other things to consider besides windload, uplift and overturn, but also its use and
habitability and so forth. It is then questionable whether one remembers what it is.
Chair Lavrich disagreed. He pointed out it is a structure and has a certain occupancy.
It has to meet those requirements such as exit and safeguard but not certain other
things like lighted egress for example. Mr. Fowler felt it becomes all or nothing in
terms of requirements. Mr. Travers did not think he could defend such requirements
on a structure that is not inside an occupancy. Mr. Rodriguez suggested a threshold
based on portability where permanent anchoring would be required. Mr. Dumbaugh
noted there is already a precedent in the code with farm equipment and farm
structures. Chair Lavrich did not think an unreasonable decision should be
furthered. It is circumventing the building code. Mr. Dumbaugh said he would be
uncomfortable requiring a building permit for a manufactured playhouse. Mr.
Rodriguez advocated for having such authority; anything in the Florida airstream
should be properly anchored. Mr. Dumbaugh indicated that he wrote this section of
the code. It was left vague intentionally for the AHJ (Authority Having Jurisdiction)
to make the decision. The AHJs have been making those decisions statewide. Chair
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Lavrich indicated that he strongly disagreed with some of those decisions. Mr.
Dumbaugh pointed out many of the structures will be torn down once the children
grow up. Chair Lavrich felt the code is clear as it is currently written.
Mr. Fardelmann noted that this matter was an appeal and the Board decided it was
a structure. The Board is looking for an answer. Chair Lavrich agreed with the
Board’s decision, but there are those that feel further clarification is advisable. He
went on to say that perhaps a formal interpretation may be in order. However, he
felt such a structure as the one in the photograph should meet the building code. The
building code defines a structure and anything that is a structure should meet the
building code. Mr. Sullivan indicated that he tends to believe that Paragraph L should
be left alone and the matter be left to the discretion of the building official. However,
at the same time, such a course may be doing a disservice to the building officials.
Chair Lavrich reiterated the idea of a formal interpretation of Paragraph L that it
intends to exempt swing sets and similar types of playground apparatus such as
teeter totters, monkey bars and the like. Mr. Fowler agreed that there would be
challenges for the building officials in deciding what should be permitted. Some
discussion ensued about whether there is a trend of the building code becoming
more permissive.
Mr. Travers noted the dimensions on the structure in Fort Lauderdale, 11x11, the
height to the bottom structural member from the ground level is 7 feet and the height
inside the playhouse area is 7 feet also. The dome roof violates the City’s zoning
ordinance maximum of 11 feet for an accessory use. The supports are 6x6 posts in
the ground.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. SULLIVAN AND SECONDED BY MR. FOWLER TO
NOT CHANGE PARAGRAPH L OF SECTION 102.2. THE MOTION PASSED BY A
VOTE OF 5-2, WITH MR. RODRIGUEZ AND CHAIR LAVRICH VOTING NO.
During discussion of the above motion, Mr. Sullivan expressed concern that many
playhouses could not be structurally sound yet he did not know how to arrive upon
and establish a threshold. He concluded that permitting would be at the building
official’s discretion. Mr. Fowler pointed out the potential for more appeals. Chair
Lavrich suggested a formal interpretation of Paragraph L, stating its intent is to
exempt swing sets, seesaws, monkey bars or similar types of apparatus. Anything
further would become a matter of the building official’s interpretation. Mr.
Rodriguez concurred.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. RODRIGUEZ AND SECONDED BY MR. ANDERSON
TO RECOMMEND A FORMAL INTERPRETATION CLARIFYING THE INTENT OF
PARAGRAPH L OF SECTION 102.2 IS TO INCLUDE SWING SETS, SLIDING
BOARDS, TEETER TOTTERS, MONKEY BARS AND SIMILAR TYPES OF
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT OF THE SAME CATEGORY THAT IS STATED. THE
MOTION PASSED BY A VOTE OF 4-3, WITH MR. FOWLER, MR. SULLIVAN AND
MR. TRAVERS VOTING NO.
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During discussion of the above motion, there was some discussion about the
platform at the top of a sliding board. Mr. Fowler understood that a playhouse would
now be subject to a permit and Chair Lavrich agreed that is the general consensus.
Mr. Fowler believed there would not be a potential for appeals because it would be
clearer. Some discussion also ensued about pre-manufactured and whether there
should be a distinction. Chair Lavrich did not think it makes a difference. Mr.
Anderson questioned whether grandfathering of existing playhouses should be
addressed but no other members wanted to pursue such a provision.
Mr. Heller changed his original vote of no to a yes vote as reflected above.
In response to Mr. Anderson’s question, Mr. Fowler viewed anything constructed
prior to this interpretation would stand. Chair Lavrich felt it is a decision of the
building official.
There was consensus for staff to draft the interpretation for the Chair’s review. Chair
Lavrich indicated that he will present a Committee report at the Board meeting. In
response to Mr. Fowler, Mr. Fardelmann indicated that the next Board meeting will
be August 11, although there is a very slim chance there could be a meeting in July.
Public Comment – none
Adjournment
Having no further business, the meeting adjourned at 3:40 p.m.
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